
 
Avalanche Forecast for Monday, April 8, 2019 

  
 

The Bottom Line  

New wind slabs developing through the day will be possible for you to trigger and may become large enough to bury a 
person. The amount of snow we receive from today’s variable precipita�on types will influence the size of this new 
avalanche problem. If we receive mostly snow and sleet, avalanche danger may rise quickly as today’s wind builds new 
and unstable slabs. These new slabs could become large, par�cularly late in the day when wind increases and shi�s to 
blow from the west. If precipita�on falls with less snow and more as freezing rain, rain, and sleet, new wind slab 
development could be minimal. Watch for how this weather unfolds today and evaluate snow and terrain carefully to 
iden�fy features of developing avalanche concern. All forecast areas have  MODERATE  avalanche danger. 
Mountain Weather 

Decreasing clouds and temperatures in the mid 30’s F at ravine levels yesterday gave way to precipita�on overnight. 
Around an inch of new snow and sleet has fallen and should con�nue through the day, with snow and sleet in the 
morning transi�oning to sleet, rain, and freezing rain later in the day. Total snow and sleet accumula�on of 3-5” is 
expected. Temperatures should hold a few degrees below freezing throughout our terrain. Wind has shi�ed from W to S 
and remained under 40 mph on the Summit since precipita�on began, and is forecast to shi� W and increase towards 70 
mph as precipita�on ends this evening. A second weather system arrives early tomorrow and may bring a few inches of 
snow on light wind. 
Primary Avalanche Problem 

                       
             Wind Slab                          Aspect/Elevation                       Likelihood                         Size 
Ac�ve and variable weather through the day will create new wind slab problems over a fairly stable snowpack. This 
morning, southerly wind will build wind slabs from the new snow and sleet on northerly aspects. When the wind shi�s to 
the west this a�ernoon, watch for developing wind slabs on easterly aspects. Variable wind direc�on at lower eleva�on 
should keep you on your toes wherever you travel, looking for dri�ed new snow as the avalanche problem. These new 
wind slabs may become large enough to bury a person. Size, sensi�vity, and loca�on of today’s avalanche problem 
depends on an uncertain weather forecast of precipita�on types, with variability in poten�al new snow. 
Snowpack and Avalanche Discussion 
Above freezing temperatures yesterday warmed our upper snowpack at all but the highest eleva�ons. The snowpack has 
yet to refreeze at the 4000’ eleva�on, but forecast below freezing temperatures today minimize our concern for wet 
avalanche problems. This mostly stable exis�ng snowpack should not contribute to avalanche concerns today. Today’s 
weather is driving our wind slab avalanche problem, and a strong degree of uncertainty in forecast precipita�on types 
lends uncertainty to this avalanche forecast. If we receive more snow than mixed precipita�on, expect new wind slabs to 
develop rapidly. Pay close a�en�on to amount of new snow and sleet that we receive, and realize that this may change 
quickly and vary across the range. Also watch for summit winds to become westerly and increase rapidly late today, 
poten�ally building new wind slabs on easterly terrain at middle and upper eleva�ons. 
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Please Remember:   Safe travel in avalanche terrain requires training and experience. This forecast is just one of many decision making 
tools. You control your own risk by choosing where, when, and how you travel. Understand that the avalanche danger may change when 
actual weather differs from the weather forecast.  For more informa�on contact the Forest Service Snow Rangers, the AMC at the 
Pinkham Notch Visitor Center, or the caretakers at Hermit Lake Shelters or at the Harvard Cabin. 

 


